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CXCL4
assembles
DNA into liquid crystalline complexes to
amplify TLR9-mediated interferon-α production in systemic
sclerosis.
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CXCL4 is believed
to be an early serum
biomarker of severe
systemic
scleroderma (SSc), a chronic
autoimmune disease
characterized by fibrosis and vasculopathy, and its exact role
in pathophysiology is
explored in more detail in this article. The
authors showed that
CXCL4
organizes
self-DNA and microbial DNA into liquid
crystalline
immune
complexes, which amplify the production of
interferon-α via TLR9.
These
CXCL4-DNA
complexes are present
in vivo and in correlation with interferon

type I (IFN-I) in the
blood of SSc patients.
The authors establish
a direct link between
the overexpression of
CXCL4 and the signature of the IFN-I gene
in SSc and suggest a
new paradigm in which
chemokines can radically modulate innate
immune receptors without being direct agonists.
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Blockade
of
the
CX3CL1-CX3CR1
Pathway Inhibits the
Progress of Skin Inflammation, Fibrosis,
and Vascular Injury
in an Experimental Mouse Model of
Systemic Sclerosis
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CX3CL1 (fractalkine)
is both a membrane
bound-protein and a
chemokine under a
soluble form. CX3CL1
expression is known
to increase under inflammatory
conditions on the surface
of endothelial cells.
CX3CL1
interacts
with its sole receptor

CX3CR1 to mediate
the firm adhesion of
leucocytes to the endothelium, the recruitment of leucocytes
towards inflamed tissues and the cytotoxicity of NK cells.
The CX3CL1/CX3CR1
axis has been demonstrated to be involved in systemic
sclerosis (SSc). Soluble CX3CL1 is increased in the sera
of SSc patients with
interstitial lung disease and digital ulcers.
The expression of
both CX3CL1 and its
receptor CX3CR1 is
increased in the target
organs of SSc disease
namely skin and lung
and a previous study showed a dampened fibrosing process
in connective tissue
growth factor (CTGF)
and
transforming
growth factor beta
(TGFβ) treated mice
that were knocked-out
for CX3CR1, fractalkine receptor.
In this article, the authors assessed in
preclinical models the
blockade of CX3CL1/
CX3CR1
pathway
using anti-human and
anti-mouse monoclonal CX3CL1 antibodies (mAb).
They showed that treatment of human dermal fibroblasts with
TGFβ1 in vitro increa-
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ses their expression of
CX3CL1 and its receptor assessed by qPCR
and confocal microscopy. This increased
expression is associated with enhancement
of TGFβ1 signaling
assessed by Smad3
phosphorylation, type I
collagen α2 chain (Col1A2) and fibronectin
1(FN1) production that
are reversed by the addition of anti-CX3CL1
mAb.
Then the authors assessed the effect of
mouse anti-CX3CL1
mAb in the mouse bleomycin model. The authors used two schemes of administration
of the mAb: concomitant (preventive model) or consecutive
to bleomycin administration (curative model). In the preventive
model, the treatment
with anti-CX3CL1 mAb
is associated with a
decrease of skin thickness, fibrosis and
reversal of capillary
rarefaction assessed
by
immunostaining.
The same findings are
obtained in a second
SSc mouse model induced by CTGF and
TGFβ treatment but
are not confirmed in
the curative setting of
bleomycine model
In addition, the infiltration of skin by profibrotic M2 macrophages
and CD3+ T cells is
significantly decreased in anti-CX3CL1
mAb-treated mice as
well as the level of
expression of profibrotic molecules such
as thymic stromal lymphopoietin
(TSLP),
secreted phosphoprotein1 (SPP-1), IL-1β
and IL-6.
Altogether these data

suggest a beneficial
effect of anti-CX3CL1
mAb in dampening
skin fibrosis and inflammation and angiogenesis alteration in a
mouse SSc model with
a preventive scheme
of administration.
This mAb was found
to be well tolerated in
a clinical trial for rheumatoid arthritis. Hence, the blockade of
CX3CL1/CX3CR1 pathway with the neutralizing humanized anti-CX3CL1 mAb could
be of interest in the
treatment of patients
suffering of early forms
of SSc.
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Microparticles in systemic sclerosis: Potential pro-inflammatory mediators and
pulmonary hypertension biomarkers.
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As Systemic Sclerosis
(SSc) and Pulmonary
Arterial Hypertension
(PAH) are both intrinsically vascular diseases,
identification
of biomarkers of endothelial cell activation
could be useful in predicting SSc-PAH. Microparticles (MP) are
submicron
vesicles
that are released in
healthy and diseased
conditions from various cell types including endothelial cells
(endothelial MP, EMP),
platelets (platelet MP,
PMP) and leucocytes

(LMP). EMP appear
to play an active role
in the pathogenesis of
vascular disease by
modulating cell–cell signalling.
Circulating EMP are
increased in pulmonary
hypertension
(PH) associated with
a wide variety of conditions, correlate with
haemodynamic severity and are predictive of poor outcomes.
Prior measurements
of EMP in SSc have
demonstrated conflicting results and have
not directly addressed
the potential of EMP to
serve as biomarkers of
SSc-PAH. The authors
hypothesized that (i)
SSc patients would
have higher levels of
EMP compared to healthy controls, (ii) SScPAH patients would
have higher levels of
EMP than SSc patients without PH and (iii)
MP isolated from SSc
patients would induce
greater endothelial cell
(EC) inflammation in
vitro compared to those isolated from healthy controls.
In this study, the levels of EMP (CD144+,
CD31+, CD62E+ and
CD143+) were compared between three
groups (10 SSc patients with PAH, 10 SSc
patients without pulmonary hypertension
(no-PH) and 10 healthy age- and sex-matched controls). Human pulmonary artery
endothelial cells (HPAEC) were exposed in
vitro to MP obtained
from SSc patients or
healthy controls, and
levels of cytokines and
inflammatory adhesion
molecules were com-

pared.
The results showed
that CD144+ EMP
were significantly higher in the SSc-PAH
group compared to
either the SSc-no PH
or healthy controls
(diagnostic accuracy
80%, P = 0.02). Compared to controls, SSc
patients had higher
CD31 +/CD62E+ ratios, indicating larger
contributions of apoptosis to EMP release
(P = 0.04). Patients
with limited SSc had
significantly higher levels of CD143+ EMP
compared to those
with diffuse subtype (P
= 0.008). When HPAEC were exposed to
MP from SSc patients,
there was a significant
increase in inflammatory cytokines and
adhesion molecules.
Interestingly, exposure
to healthy control MP
caused a reduction in
inflammatory markers.
So, this data suggest
that EMP (particularly CD144+) are promising biomarkers of
PAH in SSc but require
further study. MP isolated from SSc patients
induced an increase in
endothelial cell inflammation and may be an
important pathogenic
factor in SSc.
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Activation
of
m
TORC1 in fibrblasts
accelerates wound
healing and induces
fibrosis in mice
Hu X, Zhang H, Li X, Li
Y, Chen Z. Wound Repair Regen. 2019 Aug
24.
Authors wanted to
define the role of the
mechanistic target of

rapamycin
complex
1 (mTORC1) in fibroblast during wound
healing and scarring.
mTORC1 is a central regulator of cell
growth,
proliferation
and differentiation, responsible for activation of different cells
in wound healing, including dermal fibroblast. Activation ofmTORC1 significantly
increased fibroblastic
cell proliferation and
contractile α-smooth
muscle actin (α-SMA)
expression, thus promoting wound closure, but also adversely
induced
excessive
production of collagen
and other extracellular
matrix(ECM) proteins,
leading to excessive
scaring and fibrosis.
In the introduction authors described the role of
fibroblastic cells in
wound healing phases
in detail - fibroblasts
transformation
into
myofibroblasts
after
wounding, synthesis
of ECM components,
and removal by programmed cell death.
In clinical practice,
wound healing complications were reported as adverse effects
of the mTOR inhibitor
treatment,
sirolimus
(rapamycin). Authors
wanted to investigate
the effect of mTORC1
upregulation in fibroblasts by inhibiting
tuberous
sclerosis
complex 1 (TSC1) genes that suppresses
mTORC1, as well as
the effect of mTORC1
downregulation by rapamycin.
Authors used site-specific
recombinase
technology to cause deletion of TSC1

(TSC1-cKO) in mice
model. Genetically susceptible mice were
given intraperitoneal
injections of tamoxifen for 10 days, in order to cause deletion
of TSC1, or corn oil
as control. Genetically unsusceptible mice
were also treated with
tamoxifen and they
were used as negative controls. Deletion
of the TSC1 gene
was verified by PCR
of DNA from tails cells and confirmed by
immunofluorescence (IF) and western
blotting (WB) that
detected the protein
levels of TSC1 and
phospho-S6. A week
after the last injection
of tamoxifen or corn
oil, full-thickness skin
wounds were created
(underlying
muscle
was uninjured) using
a sterile 4-mm biopsy punch, and photographed at 0, 3, 7, and
10 days after wounding. Percentage of
wound closure at each
time point was calculated. Mice were euthanized 7, 14, and 21
days after wounding
and wound tissue specimens were collected.
Collagen
synthesis
was assessed using
van Gieson staining
and the hydroxyproline
assay was performed
to quantify collagen
synthesis in wound tissues. On days 3, 7and
10 following wounding,
TSC1-cKO mice had
displayed significantly accelerated wound
healing, more over
they displayed “volcano-like” healing on day
7, with a higher wound
closure than the adjacent intact tissues,
understood as exces-

sive fibrosis. These
mice exhibited increased levels of α SMA
in wound tissues and
increased
fibroblast
proliferation, but levels
of fibroblast cell apoptosis was comparable
with control mice. Tissue examination of
day 21 wounds confirmed increased collagen deposition, as
well as higher maturity
of collagen fibers, and
excessive scarring in
TSC1-cKO mice.
In order to assess if
mTOR inhibitor could
restore
excessive
scarring and fibrosis another group of
TSC1-cKO mice, as
well as controls, received rapamycin intragastrically for 21 days
after wounding and
these wounds were
also
photographed.
Wound tissue biopsies
were collected on day
7 after wounding for
immunofluorescent
staining, or on day 21
for van Gieson staining
and hydroxyproline assays. Rapamycin treatment did not alter the
wound closure kinetics
of control mice, it only
reversed the accelerated wound healing
process of TSC1-cKO
mice by reducing increased fibroblast cell
proliferation and decreasing the number
of α-SMA-expressing
myofibroblasts. Less
collagen deposition,
scarring and fibrogenesis were observed
in TSC1-cKO mice treated with rapamycin.
The last step included
experiments on primary human dermal
fibroblast
cultures,
which were incubated
with siRNA (RNA that
interferes with expres-

sion of genes with
complementary nucleotide sequences) from
TSC1-cKO mice or
controls. After that cultures were treated rapamycin or vehicle for
48 hours. Cell analysis showed that rapamycin treatment significantly attenuated
the mTORC1 activation, thus decreasing
production of collagen and α-SMA. On
the other side, TSC1
knockdown promoted
myofibroblastic transition in primary human
dermal fibroblasts.
This study showed
that mTORC1 is essential in activation,
proliferation and migration of fibroblasts
(and myofibroblasts).
m TO R C 1 a c t i v a t i o n
may hinder the clearance of myofibroblasts, leading to excessive collagen production
and scarring. Numerous studies confirmed
the role of fibroblast in
SSc and I would like
to recommend determination of mTORC1
and its protein products in dermal fibroblasts of patients with
SSc for future studies,
especially
because
mTOR inhibitors are
widely available in clinical practice.
Bonus
Single-cell
analysis
reveals fibroblast heterogeneity and myofibroblasts in systemic
sclerosis-associated
interstitial lung disease.
Valenzi E, Bulik M, Tabib T, Morse C, Sembrat J, Trejo Bittar H,
Rojas M, Lafyatis R.
AnnRheum Dis. 2019
Aug 12. pii: annrheumdis-2018-214865.
Myofibroblasts play a

pivotal role in the pathogenesis of aberrant
extracellular matrix remodelling characterising fibrosis in patients
with systemic sclerosis
(SSc). Myofibroblasts
are characterised by
two key features : a
collagen-synthesising
capacity and contractile capacities. Studies
evaluating the origin
and behaviour of myofibroblasts
usually
define these cells as
fibroblasts expressing
ACTA2
(alpha-smooth muscle actin). Nonetheless, this approach and phenotypic
definition may lack of
specificity as other cell
types such as pericytes, smooth muscle
cells and myoepithelial cells also express
ACTA2. This study (1)
aims to identify and define the trancriptome
of various cell types in
lung tissue of healthy
controls and SSc patients with interstitial
lung disease (SScILD). These analyses
based on explanted
lung tissue specimens
especially focus on
fibroblasts and myofibroblasts. The author
used droplet-based,
single-cell
RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq)
and cellular indexing
of transcriptomes and
epitopes by sequencing (CITE-seq), a
method that allows the
simultaneous measure
of cell surface proteins
and messenger RNA
transcripts at the single-cell level.
Using these single-cell
methods, they highlighted the heterogeneity of lung fibroblasts,
both in healthy controls and patients with
SSc-ILD. Examination

of gene expressions
in mesenchymal cells from healthy controls identified three
subsets of fibroblasts:
one major with high
expression of SPINT2,
another major sub-population characterised
by a high expression
of MFAP5 and a minor
population with enhanced expression of
WIF1. Interestingly, in
patients with SSc-ILD,
a new large population
was identified, defined as myofibroblasts,
with evidence of active proliferating cells
within this population.
SSc-associated myofibroblasts had the greatest phenotypic changes in comparison with
healthy controls and
strongly upregulated
expression of collagens and other pro-fibrotic genes.
Moreover, beyond the
characterisation
of
these sub-populations
of lung fibroblasts, the
authors also highli-

ghted the heterogeneity of other cell populations in the lung of SSc
patients such as specific subpopulations of
macrophages. More
precisely, a higher
proportion of proliferating macrophages
with high expression
of SPP1 (gene coding
for osteopontin) was
described in patients
with SSc-ILD. These
results on macrophages are concordant
with the conclusions
of a recent study from
the same team using
the similar technics in
patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis
(IPF) (2).
In conclusion, this
study exploring cell
sub-populations
of
lung tissue specimens
from healthy controls
and patients with SScILD through single-cell
methods,
highlights
the heterogeneity of
lung fibroblasts and indicates that myofibroblasts differentiation

and proliferation are
key pathological mechanisms driving fibrosis in SSc-ILD.
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